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Looking for inspiration? Do you have any idea what
you are actually looking for? What is inspiration?
Where do you find inspiration? (And what about
others?) Do you copy them? Or do you feel inspired
by them? Is it the difference in culture? Or is
inspiration everywhere? Yes. You can find it even in
the smallest details. What about nature? Can nature
inspire you? How sustainable is inspiration? Is there
inspiration in decay? You can get (sub)consciously
inspired... or inspired by uninspiredness. Do you
even need inspiration? Well then, let us be so bold.
Let us inspire you. Be inspired.
UNiD
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What is inspiration?
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Before creation, there was inspiration. But what inspired to create?

Religion has not only worked as inspiration and motivation in the artistic

The world we live in today is almost entirely created by mankind. If you

domain, but indirectly also stimulated inventions in technological areas.

have created something, you must have been inspired by something

Differences in religion and culture have in their turn often been the

or someone, whether it was consciously or not. It takes inspiration to

cause of war between different nations. War itself is a huge source of

create, but can we create inspiration? Today, we have a huge amount of

inspiration. The biggest technological breakthroughs of the past century

resources at our disposal to inspire us. But what inspired us, back when

were made in time of war. Take the Second World War in which one of the

we had no previous work to look at?

first steps in development of the computer was set to crack the German
Enigma code. Not to mention the radio, and first steps towards the

There is one great source of inspiration that is not created by man.

telephone. War is a challenge for people to survive. It requires mankind

Before human life, there was only nature. Cavemen discovered

to improvise and think in different ways and use the equipment at hand.

charcoal’s ability to make dark stains on any surface. Nature gave man

Rough technology, fresh from the war, is not applicable for everyday

the means to create markings. This may have inspired to use this natural

products, yet. A second step is to become artistic again. In art there is

resource to reflect on its surrounding by visualizing it. Many natural

room to explore possibilities that may not lead to a finished product but

phenomena have inspired mankind to create an explanation for aspects

do expose the world to its possibilities. With the World Expo or World

that lied beyond their understanding. Lightning for instance has long

Fair great works in industry are showed. The Eiffel tower, for instance,

been considered something magical or, in different ancient cultures

was an exhibition of the latest breakthroughs in steel production at the

even the result of divine powers. Think of the god of thunder riding

World Expo in Paris 1889.

through the sky in his chariot. These explanations, created by man, of
inexplicable aspects in the absence of science, led to the first works of

Once arrived in the world created by mankind, inspiration can be found

art and the creation of culture.

in earlier designed products. Due to the mobility of modern society,
we are able to travel and be exposed to ideas from all over the world.

Religion gave mankind not only inspiration but also the motivation to

Exhibitions like design weeks fill our heads with inspiration, but it is not

create huge works of art. For instance the frescoes of Michelangelo in

just these obvious sources that can bring you ‘ready made’ inspiration. It

the Sistine Chapel or the pyramids in Egypt were primarily built because

might just happen that someone at the other side of the world comes up

people venerated their Gods. Man did not take personal credit for their

with the same idea. It seems strange, but when you are unaware of your

artistic ability. Creation could not be done by man on its own. Inspiration

inspiration source, and inspiration is no longer explicit to the fortunate

was needed and seen as something beyond themselves. Plato saw

or chosen ones, you just need to be the first. Or wait a while and make a

inspiration as an interruption of the divine into the ordinary. In his work,

style popular again. People like the familiar. An obvious example is the

The Collected Dialogues, he states that inspiration given by one of the

current Apple style of design, using the old Braun style of Dieter Rams.

nine muses is held to be indispensable for writing poetry: “A poet is a

They created a new successful line of products using classic guidelines

light and winged thing, and holy, never able to compose until he has

in design.

become inspired and is beside himself and reason is no longer in him.”
These elements of ancient culture are now in their turn inspirational.

Lack of inspiration is an excuse that everyone uses once in a while. It is

Different cultures can work as inspiration and give insights in possible

easy to place the reason for an unproductive mood out of your hands.

ways of thinking.

But without belief in the celestial to get you some inspiration, you will
get nowhere. Nowadays you have to open up to receive inspiration
everywhere. We no longer have the luxury to get it from the Divine.
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Which type are you?
1 If you had to be a type of fruit, what would you be?
Apple (A)
Khakifruit (B)
Lychee (C)
Pineapple (D)

2 Which book really belongs on your bookshelf?
‘The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy’ by Douglas Adams (A)
I have not read a book since high school (B)
‘CS5 for Dummies’ (C)
‘Objects of Desire’ by Adrian Forty (D)

3 When I grow up, I want to be like...
Loe Feijs (A)
Bear Grylls (B)
Either Viktor or Rolf (C)
Ron Brandsteder (D)

4 What item should always be in your windowsill?
A plastic plant (A)
A pillow, so I can sit there and enjoy the view (B)
My Philippe Starck Lemon Squeezer (C)
A sculpture I created (D)
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5 What would be your ideal birthday present?
(A) A bag full of throwies
(B) A gift certificate
(C) A Moleskine sketchbook
(D) A Bonsai tree

6 What is or should be your favourite possession?
(A) My set of Japanese chef’s knives
(B) My set of Pantone markers
(C) The source code of my latest programme
(D) My pet animal

7 What is the first thing you do in the morning?
(A) Eat my chocolate sprinkled sandwich
(B) ‘Play Air’ from Bach
(C) Put on my goat woolly socks and eat sour dough bread with dolphin friendly tuna
(D) Check the blog of my favourite website

Now check your answers to find which type you are.
8 What is your favourite movie?
(A) Avatar
(B) The Good, the Bad and the Ugly
(C) Serendipity
(D) Objectified
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D = Design, see page 7
C = Culture, see page 14
T = Technology, see page 21
N = Nature, see page 25
I = Uninspired, see page 33
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Design

Have you seen that amazing new… eh what was
it again? But that colour! Amazing really. Orange
is the new grey! Everybody likes this… so it must
be the next best thing to make!

Inspiration?!

Inspiration through the eyes of different designers
Because inspiration is so undefinable, we have crossed the city during this year’s Dutch Design Week to
ask different designers for their opinion. What does inspiration mean to them, how do they use it and
where do they find it?
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Almar Sinte Maartensdijk, designer Denovo Design:

Max Lipsey, graduate Design Academy:

Els Woldhek, graduate RCA & Design Academy:

“As a user-centered product designer I like to involve

“Inspiration is something that gives an answer to

“Inspiration is more or less a feeling of finding

my users in the design process. For example, when I

the restless thoughts that are wandering through

something that embodies what you were looking

have developed a prototype, I like to invite a couple

my subconsciousness for a certain period of time.

for. A feeling of recognition: ‘yes this is it!’. For me

of users for a feedback session, which is used for

Inspiration comes to me at those moments that I am

it is definitely not just a collection of images or

further development of the prototypes. So, the user

not trying so hard to find it; in the shower or when I

something that comes falling from the sky. It can

is my actual inspiration source.”

walk to work. It happens all the time.”

be something very small, something that is not
yet clearly expressed or defined in the moment of
finding.”
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The similarities between the calculator featured on the Apple iPhone

But if there is no such thing as ‘stealing’ an idea, why do some feel

and the Braun ET44 calculator from 1977 are rather striking. It is

robbed? In the end it is all about profit, be it honour or hard cash. If

inevitable to notice that the first was somehow influenced by the latter.

someone else is benefiting from your idea, without you getting a part

Should this however be classified as inspiration, paying an homage to

of it, you could feel rather misused. On the other hand, apparently

design classics or as plain stealing?

you were not able to see the possibilities of your own ideas, not until
someone else picked them up and developed them further. Plus, are

How to determine this fine line between inspiration and stealing?

you not also inspired by others yourself? Take a look at the following

Stealing occurs when you illegally take something from someone, who

example. As a design student it is rather common to take on comments,

is negatively affected by it. Inspiration however is something magical,

and maybe even ideas, from your coach. But imagine a coach using one

untouchable, not to be questioned by anyone.

of your ideas as if it is his own!

In the case of the Apple-Braun situation ‘stealing’ could be seen as a

As a designer you will experience that it is easier to feel robbed, than

compliment, paying a tribute to the designer Dieter Rams. The fact that

to feel as if you are stealing. You can easily recognize parts of your

the original is copied says something about its importance; it could even

own ideas in other designs. Admitting that you could have taken over

increase its value. Apparently the conception of ‘stealing’ is dependant

aspects from others is a lot harder. Since there are no general rules or

on how literally ideas, or aspects of it, are copied. If it is more than

laws in this case, the only solution seems to use your conscience and

obvious, copying becomes accepted, and is called ‘paying a tribute’.

common sense. Reverse the situation, and do not to treat anyone in a
way you would not want to be treated yourself.

If, like above, inspiration is regarded as a conscious aspect of the design
process, it is something you can influence and therefore also ‘steal’. But
is inspiration not the totality of impressions we are all continuously and
inevitably exposed to? It is not the precise impressions that matter,
but the way you use them as a designer. A (good) designer is able to
abstract these impressions from their context and apply them in

Writer’s note:

new and unexpected combinations. Original designs could be genius

This article is inspired by the essay ‘Copy, imitate, inspire’ by Maarten

applications of known phenomena, just that what makes them original

Versteeg. Parts of this article are stolen from the essay ‘Copy, imitate,

is the innovative use, not the elements in themselves.

inspire’ by Maarten Versteeg.

If there is no such thing as ‘stealing’, why do some feel robbed?

The art of stealing
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CELINE
&JORIEN
Ages: 23

• Graduated: 2009 both (Bsc) • Company: Knol-Ontwerp

KNOL began from a shared interest in sensitive technology and new
interactions with spaces. From the beginning we both approached KNOL
as an experiment with the intention of starting up a company just for
some months. Looking back on the past year our approach has changed
drastically. Suddenly we worked for big companies like TNO, we were
asked for multiple exhibitions and our work was published and awarded
by different media. Apparently we were able to realize much more than
we hoped for. Nowadays KNOL consists of three people; Sylvie Meuffels
graduated in 2008 from the Design Academy and after a very successful
cooperation during the DDW 2009 we became a solid team. A team
that is recently enriched with our first intern, a.k.a NOL, a third year
Industrial Design student. We think starting up a company is a valuable
experience that we can recommend to students that are not afraid to
just do and take some risks. The overall process is extremely educative
and the result could be so surprising!

Graduated

What happens next
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Age: 24

•

TOM
JORIS
FRISSEN VAN GELDER

Graduated: 2010 (Msc)

•

Company: Lego Systems A/S

Age: 28

•

Graduated: 2008 (Msc)

•

Company: ID (Coach), MvND

Already during my graduation project I started looking for a temporary

The vision and trust of the people behind the current Next Nature-

position within an international company to gain my first working

theme gave me the opportunity to dedicate my masters to developing

experience.

magical interaction: A design approach that uses the psychological
principles behind conjuring and our evolutionary affection for magic to

This first experience for me was very important, because I wanted to

turn the disorienting qualities of new technologies into an advantage.

learn how I could apply my broad expertise within a large design team.

I applied this design approach in a design project for Bang & Olufsen,

Next to this I also wanted this experience to be in a company outside

which resulted in a nomination for a Dutch Design Award.

The Netherlands, that way gaining international experience as well.

After my graduation I moved to Moscow to work as a concept developer

My first aim was to go to the United States, but after a lot of applications

for Art Lebedev and experience an international professional

I broadened my scope and finally accepted a traineeship position at

environment. After an exciting time in Moscow, I saw an opportunity to

Lego in Denmark.

start ‘Ministerie van Nieuwe Dingen’, a design consultancy that applies
magical interaction to new product development.

This position is a perfect match with my goals and being part of the

MvND now works for a wide range of clients, from start-ups to industry

robotics group I am able to really put my broad skills and knowledge

leaders. My goal is to make MvND a hub for the new multidisciplinary

into practice.

breed of designers that is emerging in Eindhoven right now.

Win a trip to Rome!
The winner of this year’s series of SMAAC brainstorms wins a trip to
Rome. Do you want to rise up to the challenge? The upcoming brainstorms
(free dinner and drinks included) will take place on Tuesday the 1st of
March and Wednesday the 18th of May.

Smaac
Sint Josephstraat 15b
5211 NH ‘s-Hertogenbosch
T +31 73 610 07 89
F +31 73 610 00 87
S Skype: Smaac
E info@ smaac.nl
I www. smaac.nl
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Culture

“Those who find ugly meanings in beautiful
things are the corrupt without being charming.
This is a fault. Those who find beautiful meanings
in beautiful things are the cultivated. For these
there is hope.”
Oscar Wilde
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Bracelets

From Africa

Inspirational therapy from Culture shocks
Culture. Everyone is infused with it. Some people embrace theirs. Some

Understanding a culture as an outsider is a daunting undertaking. A large

reject theirs. Others seem to border on the edge of the uncivilized.

part of someones culture is unspoken and taken for granted. Lizette’s

Using culture as a source of inspiration is using a resource that is big

approach is to submerge into a foreign culture and experience rituals

as humanity itself. Master student Lizette Reitsma gives insight in

and events first-hand. “I experience these events as a human being and

her fascination with foreign cultures and how she uses culture as a

afterwards I analyse the event in a scientific manner.” In completing her

continuous source of inspiration for her projects.

research project, Lizette had a lot of freedom to fill in her subject. Her
focus was on understanding their culture and translating their values

This semester Lizette has resided in South Africa for her Master

into an artefact. “Asking questions is essential to reach new depths

research project. It is not her first project with a focus on cultural

in understanding a culture.” For Lizette, personal stories are most

aspects. During her final bachelor project and her previous master

important to her when meeting people. Talking with people and having

projects she has taken the opportunity to research culture, customs

deep conversations proved to be more valuable in her research process

and traditions in depth. Before her project in South Africa, she has done

than conducting literature studies. From her interview with an elderly

a project on Tanzania and one on Japan. In South-Africa Lizette searched

women she remembers “In half an hour I learned more about her values

for cultural legacy as inspiration for her final concept. Her travels gave

and her approach to creating jewellery, than I learned from reading a

way to several unique experiences. For example, Lizette conducted a

complete study”. In her research Lizette discovered that bracelets are of

user test with a medicine man and she attended the royal wedding of

great value for the families. These bracelets made from stone beads are

the thirteenth wife of the king of Swaziland.

passed over generations. Furthermore, telling stories of your ancestors
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functions as a glue that bonds the family over generations. Based on
While Lizette mentally prepared herself to living in a foreign country,

her findings, Lizette’s final concept was a bracelet in which stories can

culture shocks are unavoidable. “It is not the big differences in our

be recorded for future generations. With her concept she translated

cultures that really shocked me, but all the small things you take for

the South-African values into an object that would fit in their cultural

granted”. What struck her is that in Africa it is all about family. “They did

context.

not see me as an individual, but as a representative from my own family”.
This attitude led to strange situations. When she met the medicine-man,

Cultural aspects keep inspiring Lizette in her design projects. She shows

he ignored her completely. For minutes there was an awkward silence

that an open attitude and having deep conversations with locals will

from him, he was not even looking at her. Apparently it is a custom for

aid in understanding their culture. After finishing her Masters, Lizette

an outsider when meeting a medicine-man to greet his forefathers first,

intends to return to South-Africa for her PHD.

before greeting him. Ignoring his forefathers is considered an insult and
would bring bad luck to his village. After she “got acquainted” with his
ancestors, he started chitchatting enthusiastically with Lizette.

Wedding king of Swaziland

Copy paste China
Fake it until you make it
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Made in China. A hint of origin that is immediately associated with

replicating products actually came from these same companies who

inferior quality, cheap remakes and fake products. We all laugh at silly

came to the country. The tradition of honouring the original among its

knock-offs such as the Vii and the Poly Station 3 in which no efforts seem

craftsmen enabled China to become the global copy-cat.

to be made to create something worth buying. But it is only a matter of
time before a new breed of Chinese designers will arise that will create

The notion of inferior quality when reading “Made in China” is uncalled

inspirational products. Will China maintain its position as a copy-cat or

for. Even today the level of craftsmanship is unprecedented in the

will it reinvent its people to become innovators?

area of value for money. Craftsmanship is still affordable for making
products in China. A suitable example is a project Dutch designer

From a historical point of view, China has a long standing tradition of

Maarten Baas has done in 2008. He let Chinese craftsmen make a hand-

copying. This is not to be confused with stealing. China has a tradition of

carved replicate of the well-known plastic lawn-chair in wood. Even

honouring “the original”. This can nowadays still be seen in ceramics and

though the Chinese are capable of delivering high quality, the majority

clothing, for example Chinese theatre masks. The same mask has been

of products made in China are still low quality. This is because their

used for centuries. This behaviour allowed China to nurture generations

clients demand it. A lot of companies who came to China asked for a

of highly skilled craftsmen who keep the original alive. The products

remake of a successful original. These remakes compete on price with

were mainly made for the internal Chinese market. In the 1970s Richard

the original, otherwise they would not get bought. A website that is

Nixon visited China for economical arrangements between the United

devoted to show the differences between the original and the copy is

States and China. This marks the beginning of becoming the workhorse

Plagiarius.com. The clients of the remakes are also traced and shown on

of the global market. The level of craftsmanship, the scale of production

the website. Looking at these examples, on one hand, plagiarism should

facilities and the value for money impressed entrepreneurs. Companies

be seen as a crime. As Plagiarius states: “Companies have spent time

all over the world came to China to fabricate products. The demand for

and money making these products; if someone steals that idea, then

anihC etsap ypoC

ti ekam uoy litnu ti ekaF
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they are also stealing the incentive to invent,” On the other hand, being

astray of known paths. Once the Chinese stop copying skills and China

copied could also be considered as a compliment. In the words of Hans

becomes its own source of inspiration a new vision can emerge.

Maier-Aichen of Authentics, “If the Chinese don’t copy us, then we are
doing something wrong” (Items, 2010).

While China still has a lot of challenges to face, it is likely that “Made in
China” will succeed in becoming a label of high quality. The label “Made

In the last forty years of China being a global workhorse and copycat,

in Japan” has taken a similar route of development. After World War II

it seems that copying the original is the only thought left in Chinese

Japanese companies copied successful originals and put cheap remakes

minds. Can this centuries old mindset be changed?

on the market. Around the 1970s the Japanese brand Panasonic had

Since the preparation for the 2008 Olympics, design has become a focus

made a name of making products that fail within weeks. Nowadays,

point for the Chinese government. The preparation for the Olympics

Panasonic has become a well-known brand making quality products. It

initiated the search for the Chinese identity. Until the late 1990s there

is possible that the maker of the PolyStation 3, Ken Singh Ton, becomes

were not any Industrial Design schools in China. In the last decade

an established brand as well. The difference between China and Japan

hundreds of design schools spawned and thousands of Chinese applied

is that China has a vast amount of raw materials, while Japan relied in

for industrial design. Together with the uprising of design schools,

its development on the import of resources. This independence gives

there is also a high influx of foreign industrial designers. For example

China an edge in its pace for growth. Infrastructure, factories, skilled

industrial designer Luigi Collani obtained a position as professor at the

workers, entrepreneurs and raw materials. China seems to have all the

university of Shanghai. Outside of China, hundreds of students study

resources needed, but can China innovate? Within 15 years a new breed

abroad to learn to design. China is currently shifting from copying

of Chinese designers will emerge who are able to translate their cultural

products to copying skills to eventually changing its mode of thought.

heritage into innovation and who will find a Chinese design identity. One

The main challenge current generation of Chinese students face is to go

way or another, China will put its mark on innovation.

Frans Franssen
“Be desperate, get inspired!”

Frans Franssen is an artist who is always in a search for the complexity

Andrei Tarkovsky’s movie ‘Andrei Rublev’ tells the story of the

and the perception of reality. Through his work he expresses this search

greatest medieval Russian painter. In multiple different stories Rublev

and its possible answers.

experiences horrible things. Throughout the movie, he loses his faith in

Frans inspires students and helps them with their process during the

humanity, and is not able to paint anymore. It is not until the last story

two assignments he teaches at our faculty.

that Rublev retrieves his faith in humanity and starts painting again.
“This survival urge that we have is so beautiful. It sets your brain and
senses to the highest capacities. Nerves can either make us create
something brilliant, or they will destroy it”. This story is an example of

“But,” says Frans, “I don’t get inspired by the work of my students”. Frans

how an artist is always searching, or actually, waiting to find that one

separates his own work from those of his students, he does not even

thing that triggers him or her to finish the piece. “You can not search for

talk about his work with his students. And since his students do not

inspiration; it comes to you. When you are looking for inspiration, you

know much about his work, he does not get much back from them, in

already know what you want to find. People are making things so difficult

the form of inspiration.

by obligations. It restricts you. Artists should be able to let things go,
until the inspiration is there to work it out further.”

But what does inspire Frans? “Film is one of the more complete arts. It
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is all about clarifying different points of view, different perceptions of

Artists live in desperation. The process can not be planned. It should be

reality. Nothing can be objective. There is always a subject and an object.

like this until the very last moment. If an artist knows what his process

The way separate people look differently at their environment, is very

is all about, if he knows what he is doing, he is lost. Artists are meant to

inspiring to me.

feel insecure, desperate, even though, when looking at an overview of
his work afterwards, Frans says he sees a constant line through his own

When drawing; you have a certain image in your head of what you want

work. He mentions that his catalogue, from 93/ 94, is still representative

to achieve, but when you really start, it gets more concrete and this

of him as an artist, even though so much has happened since then.

image in your head is adjusted. You can draw in the same room each

Not being conscious of this constant line while creating new work is

week, with the same size of paper and the same pencil, but the drawings

important. “The key of creativity is the uncertainty of the process.”

will still be different each time; everything around you will influence you.

This process is all about waiting for that click, for that inspiration that

Making art and being creative is a constant process of reacting to these

makes everything fall into place. It is about a certain attitude, being

influences. It is about working on it until you lose yourself and forget

open and exploring. And if this attitude is sincere, everything can be

your original plan. Then, something really surprising and new can be

inspiring. Inspiration is the ability to see possibilities, to see the beauty

created.”

of things.
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Technology
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Mathematics is something most students at Industrial Design leave
to the more geeky studies. It is a well-known statement that you are

Geeks?

Math, full of inspiration

either creative or good at math. However, some people can do both, how
inspiring is that? We will show you the beauty of math.
Someone who might pop up in your head immediately if we talk about
inspiration and mathematics is M.C. Escher. Escher used grids as
foundation for the impossible constructions he put on paper. These
grids were created from a simple mathematic paper, and modified
until they fit Escher’s idea. This as a base to make impossible stairs and
weird hallways look realistic. Besides this Escher got well known by his
attempts to represent infinity on 2D paper. He did this by repeating and
reducing the size of images over and over again, until the images got to
small to draw.
Now we know that beauty can result from math, we must find out if we
can do some math with beauty. Take a look at nature…
Natural shapes are rough and irregular. But mathematicians are
not convinced that easily of a phenomenon without logic; there is an
equation for everything. We are talking about Benoit Mandelbrot, the
author of the book The Fractal Geometry of Nature, and the creator
of the fractals. He set up an equation for natural shapes, from clouds
to broccoli. Since then it went very fast; fractals became a huge trend.
From 2D to 3D fractals, beautiful images were created. Fractals are more
than a good example of how math can be beautiful. Earth scientists use
fractals to measure and predict natural disasters, physicists use them
to help Parkinson sufferers and even in the financial world examples can
be found. This led to a practical use of math again, inspired by nature.
Another practical example of mathematics as an inspiration can be
found in architecture. This is also known as ’archimatics’. In Copenhagen,
strange rules exist to ensure the desired developments - or prevent the
unwanted. Bjarke Ingels, the famous Danish architect, made creative
use of those regulations. His company, BIG, was inspired by an equation
for how tall a building can be. The formula is the following: maximum

height = 3m + 80% of the distance to the neighbour. The further away,
the higher you can build. Bjarke decided to measure the height of all
surrounding buildings and created an a-symmetric, keen-edged and
expressive building: the tojhus.
Escher and Ingels are only two of the many hyper-intelligent artists that
have walked around on this planet. Many more creative nerds can be
found. Look for them on the internet, be inspired, search for patterns.
Be brilliant and beautiful. And never be afraid to bump into something
complex.. just make an equation for it.
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Great Satisfaction
Small Technology
Nanotechnology indicates the size of the technology a product

In this supermarket you can also find the future vision of Stephan Hoes.

contains or is used to create with. A measurement. Just the size of the

For his final bachelor project Stephan started off with research on

technology. How small can it be? How big will the influence of such small

nanotechnology in general. It might just be that technology works more

parts be in daily life? Koert van Mensvoort is the manager of the NANO

efficient on a nano-scale. But the risk of having such small particles will

supermarket, a mobile supermarket in which young designers from six

be that we have an even smaller idea of what they will do. Or concerning

different countries present their visions on products of the future. If it

Stephan’s project, where they go inside your body. One aim of the

was up to them you could charge your phone with your potted plant,

project was to make people familiar with nanotechnology and to start

change the taste of your wine with the microwave or have your wedding

the discussion about it.

ring made out of your loved one’s bones.
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Stephan’s personal vision in design includes creating awareness of why
we use a particular product.
‘A good product does not need the user to think about how to use it,
but if you stop thinking why you use it… that is something completely
different’
In his idea generation phase, the idea to make energy generating tape
was an easy first step to use nanotechnology, but it would not be a
design for debate, nor was it challenging enough for Stephan. Medicine
however, to control cancer cells by making capsules around them to
keep them from spreading, got more potential for Stephan. Research
on the feasibility of this idea led to an interesting technique of fighting
the HIV virus.
Proteins that keep the HIV virus visible for the immune system, would
stop burgeon of cells with an opening for the virus. If this protein is,
in a sufficient amount, inside the blood circulation the HIV virus would
be rejected by the body as any other virus. But would you like to take
medication every day to prevent you from possible infection? This just
does not fit in a hedonistic life style! In theory, this technology could
also work when it is mingled in food. So how do you make a product
out of this? Stephan thought of the hedonistic lifestyle products like
wine, caviar and chocolates. The advantage of chocolates is the way
the medicine will enter your circulation. It works like a capsule, slowly
and equally the medicine is taken into the blood circulation. Besides
the medical advantage, this product is something that shows you spoil
yourself, that you love to life your life with maximum pleasure.
From this, Epicur HIV Protection Pralines where born. Pralines you can
find in a special section of the supermarket. The packages are tempting
you. By showing that you use this product you communicate that you are
conscious of your health, but do want to have pleasure in your life. Plus
that you are wealthy enough to buy expensive chocolates for everyday
use. You would not buy them if you would not feel the need to expose
yourself.
A theoretical project like this is difficult as final bachelor project, as you
can not deliver a working prototype. However this concept leaves just
enough space for your own imagination and makes you think about one’s
values in life. Epicur has proved to be rising some discussion, some find
it disgusting, others seem to see the advantages.Only the future can tell
what will happen if this theory becomes reality...
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Nature

Once humans were able to talk with nature to find
their way. That was the time, when human senses
were enough to survive. Now, we can not stand a
day without technology.

‘Design is the first step of man kind to control its
surroundings.’ Luckman 1984

Leaf Magnets by Richard Hutten

Strawberrytree by Jan Robben & Ron van Gils

Traffic Light Tree by Pierre Vivant

Wintertree by Twentyfirst

Solar Tree by Ross Lovegrove

SonUmbra by Studio Loop.ph

Coat Tree by rine Andersen

Tree Hooked by Jan Habraken and Alissia Melka-Teichroew
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Nature & Designers
Friends, foes, and friends again?
Back in the old days, when we used to live in caves and hunt for
mammoths, we considered ourselves part of nature. There was not
much that separated us from other animals and we respected our
environment.
But after a while, something happened. Us human beings started to feel
superior over animals. The idea emerged that we are different. Whereas
animals are mainly functional, we have an eye for aesthetics. We have
culture, which makes us better than natural creatures. Since then we
have built factories and produced environment-damaging products.
With our slightly arrogant attitude towards our fellow natural creatures,
one scientific discovery came as a huge shock. In 1859, Charles Darwin
published his theory of evolution in The Origin of Species, stating that
humans ascended from the ape. Along with this statement, clarifying
that we were not as superior to animals as we thought, it was as if
nature fought back. It showed destructiveness, but also vulnerability.
We saw how natural disasters such as tsunamis and earthquakes
can cause misery, making us aware of how small each individual of
us actually is. We also saw how the world we live in is slowly breaking
down. The greenhouse effect and its consequences gave us the creeps,
and for the sake of our descendants, we felt the urge to do something.
Environmental awareness is becoming more important and phenomena
such as cradle to cradle are gaining popularity.
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We have not lost our arrogance, but we do see the power of nature. We
need nature and she needs us to stop polluting her. However, we do
not like to be reprimanded. The eco-awareness hype restricted us; we
could not use our favorite products as much as we would like to and
we (almost) felt guilty if we did. We have been the superior species for
such a long time, we are not going to let nature tell us what to do all of
a sudden.
So now, we are looking for a new balance in this friendship. Friendship
goes both ways, so how can we be good to nature, whilst there is still
a direct benefit in it for us? Well, the answer that we are looking for
might have been found. Biomimicry; getting inspired or plainly copying
phenomena seen in nature. To take an easy example; in 1948, George
de Mestral took his dog for a walk in the woods, and noticed that he
was covered with cockle-bur seed casings. Under the microscope, de
Mestral discovered the hook-shaped ends that cling to fabric. This was
the inspiration for Velcro.
But there are more recent examples of stealing the bright ideas of
nature. One of the more honest thieveries is a very green piece of
architecture in Zimbabwe. Termites build mounds to grow their fungus
in, and this fungus should be kept at a very specific temperature. They
achieve this by closing and opening vents in the mound throughout the
day, creating flows for hot air to go out and cool air to come in. Architect
Mick Pearce thought this heat controller could also work for humans,
and built a shopping mall which used the same system. And now comes
the honest part; it consumes immensely less energy than regular airconditioning and heating.
We found a way to take advantage of nature. We can see nature as the
greatest designer of all time (after all, she created us humans). Nature
as a designer has more experience than any designer alive and its
designs are appreciated by all natural creatures. So why not take her
as an example? Or better yet, why not just steal her ideas? She will not
even be able to sue you.
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Econsensus
The sustainable paradox

In 2006 the International Union for Conversation of Nature (IUCN)

Why do they not get along? Well, it is quite simple from a post-

released a report called ‘The Future of Sustainability’ in which it

modernistic point of view. Business people and environmentalist mean

raises awareness of the fact that sustainability itself has no unified

something almost completely different regarding sustainability. First,

meaning and that trade-offs between various aspects of sustainability

long-term has a different scope in business then for environmentalists.

make it obsolete. For instance, economical, environmental and social

Just ask yourself how often you hear businesspeople talk about future

sustainability are completely different concepts. On an abstract level,

generations. Second, businesses are resilient when they are able to

all share the same concept but can conflict when they overlap.

adapt and act quickly to changes; it is their nature. Environmentalists
like nature to take its own course, and they rather see more forests then

It is crucial to consider the context in which the term sustainability is

deserts. Third, a business is built on the concept of trade while adding

used; it has no meaning otherwise and will result in the sustainable

value; exploitation of resources is only a logical result. In that business

paradox.

relies more on the environment than the other way around.

Sustainability means an object or system’s ability for long-term

So concluding, even though they both use the same jargon and strive

self-maintenance. It has to consider its dependencies, which can be

for a better future, environmentalists make for bad businesspeople. Us

categorized into fixed and variable resources. Fixed resources can be

designers know that making compromises in a project will decrease its

referred to as laws such as business laws, laws of science, political laws,

chances of success in any competitive market. Self-inflicted limitations

chemical laws etc. All other resources can be considered variable.

only give power to that competition. Fortunately, there is hope. After
all, designers and other businesspeople are next to their professional

From an abstract point of view, sustainability can be achieved by

lives, ordinary people as well and as such can make a political stand

maximizing the potential of fixed variables, since they are constant, and

to represent their beliefs, making the world a better place for future

minimizing the influence of variable resources. Let us put it in a product

generations.

design context.
Until then, if you are a designer and from a moral standpoint care about
Making a product sustainable implies making it sustainable from a

the environment, either design for the environment or do not design

business, environmental and social perspective. Basically the notion

anything at all.

of social sustainability in this list is obsolete since all parties involved
concerning the development and manufacturing of a product live by the
rules of business. That leaves us with business versus the environment.
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We are all going to die
Sebastian E.

Nature inspires. However, no matter how beautiful, there is only one
certainty to it. It will die. No matter what we see or do, there will be an
end to it. At one point you happily swing the swing as a young kid, before
you know it you will be waiting to be pushed about.
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Meet Sebastian E. He was born in Santiago, Chile in 1977 and attended

This temporary nature of life, or death, proves to be highly inspiring. A

art, film and design courses in Washington, Edinburgh, and Santiago

duck with a broken neck inspired Sebastian into making a table lamp

before receiving a Master of Fine Arts in New York. Nowadays he is an

with a double jointed neck. Like this, E. feels he revived the duck: he

internationally renowned avant-garde artist that gets his inspiration

took something that was dead and considered junk, and used it to

from the theme of death. His works splits up into two main streams,

create an art object that lasts. The same goes for the table it stands on.

both with death as an anchor. The first one is the constant reminder of

Inspired by a decaying piece of wood he created a design object that

the inevitability of death. The latter involves revival, he takes something

is thoroughly and accurately treated to make it look good, and resist

that was dead to turn it into a long-lasting art object.

time’s inevitable torture. By doing this, he drastically improves the value
of the otherwise mortal wood.

One work where the inevitability of death is illustrated is the temporary

Furthermore he took something that was destined for a quick death

graveyard underneath Brooklyn Bridge. The 1100 crosses represent the

and created a new living opportunity for it. A cow was rescued from

number of deaths in New York City each week, as a constant reminder of

its inevitable death in a slaughter house and placed on top of a ten-

the evanescence of life. Another example is “Panchito”, an elegant 19th

story building. Like this, the cow has a second chance to live in a surreal

century secretaire. As an omnipresent reminder of death, Sebastian E.

reality: in ultimate freedom undisturbed by anyone and on top of the

placed a human skull right in the centre point of attention. Typically, this

world, instead of the bottom of the food chain.

is a closet that you open at least once a day so that you are constantly
reminded of the temporary nature of life.
Sebastian E. shows us that inspiration can come from the most
unexpected of places. So go out there and look beyond your sight. Get
inspired!
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Uninspired
33

Actually I do not have a clue what to write over
here. My inspiration completely leaves me high
and dry. I mean, seriously, what should I do?
Somehow I have to get to these fifty words or
else the editor will kill me! Pfew, narrow escape,
guess I made it…
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It wasn’t me, it was my sub
The thin line between being inspired and being a plagiarist

Ever been desperate enough to feel the temptation of plagiarism? If

it on television. Especially when our brain is processing large amounts

the seduction ever takes over, you will now have the perfect excuse:

of information at the same time, this inferiority is enlarged. The brain

cryptomnesia, also known as ‘concealed recollection’. Cryptomnesia is a

prioritises information and only concentrates on the most relevant part

memory bias where memory is mistaken for imagination, because there

of it; sources are filtered out. This makes stressful times, the most risky

is no subjective experience of it being a memory. It is like stealing an

times to plagiarise subconsciously.

idea, song, joke or even a whole story, but doing that subconsciously.
The plagiariser regenerates an idea of which he thinks it is an original

In the process of forgetting sources two parts of the memory are

creation, but in fact, it was presented earlier to him. It sounds like the

involved: the semantic memory and the autobiographic memory. The

perfect excuse when busted, but according to some cognitive scientists,

semantic memory is responsible for remembering abstract facts and

psychologists and ‘victims’, it is as real as it gets.

figures. It does not remember a context, e.g. where the information
came from. The autobiographic on the other hand keeps the memories

Scientists say they are still not fully aware of what it is that causes

of personal experiences and their context. In case of cryptomnesia,

cryptomnesia, but they have their hypotheses. Considered as one

an idea, song or whatsoever is put in the semantic memory and the

of the main causes of cryptomnesia, is the faultiness of our ‘source

corresponding context is put in the autobiographic memory, where it

memory’. We automatically find the source of information inferior to

gets slowly forgotten. Often, it still is saved somewhere in our head, but

the information itself. For example, we remember that Michael Jackson

can only be recalled by very specific descriptions from others.

died, but we don’t remember whether we heard it from a friend or saw
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bconscious!
Especially in literature, many cases of cryptomnesia are known. The

The trend than becomes kind of a fact in the semantic memory and the

plagiarism appears in different levels: copying the writing style, telling

multiple contexts are forgotten.

the same story or even copying parts of sentences or jokes. The most
recent case is about the book How Opal Mehta Got Kissed, Got Wild and

The line between plagiarism and inspirational adaptation is thin. Still,

Got a Life by Kaavya Viswanathan, which is written in the same style as

cryptomnesia is somewhere in between; no wonder people often

the books Sloppy Firsts and Second Helpings by Megan McCafferty. On

see it as ‘just the perfect excuse’. However, American psychologists

the internet, especially on our beloved Wikipedia, intriguing examples

Richard Marsh and Gordon Bower did experiments with cryptomnesia

can be found of identical language and dialogue structures.

and source memory and proved them wrong. All in all, it seems like
cryptomnesia can be described with either ‘a dangerous fail of the

Also in art and design, plagiarism is quite common, but it is harder to

memory’ or with ‘a scientifically underpinned reason when there is just

detect. Artists cannot just ‘copy paste’. If they would like to copy an

too much to do’. Which description you will pick, probably just depends

artwork, they have to fully remake it, which gives it always a bit of their

on what you need it for...

own twist. It might be better to call cases, of plagiarism or cryptomnesia,
in design and art ‘trends’. Meaning: why is it that everyone just started to
make furniture out of cardboard last year? Someone must have started
that and others must have copied it, consciously or not. Forgetting the
source becomes easier if an object is seen in more than one source.
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With this UNiD in your hands, there is no reason for
you to be uninspired anymore. However, when this
amazing magazine is not near you, inspiration is all
around you, any time, any place. Even in those places
that seem the most uninspiring at first sight. Yes it
is true, you just have to open your eyes to see it! To
proof this statement we created a design challenge;
being inspired by uninspiredness!
We grabbed a camera, photographed things that
looked uninspiring at first sight and used them as
an input for our brainstorm session. The context of
this brainstorm is the HEMA design competition 2011:
design a real HEMA-product within the theme of
‘sports and play’.

A quest to inspiration for the HEMA designcompetition 2011

Inspiration is everywhere!
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Disclaimer
Whoever tries to steel these ideas will
be hunted by the UNID ghost, hidden
between the lines!
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Column

An Unillustrated Guide to Easy Inspiration

Inspiration: something the designer of today needs to get his creativity

Firstly, choose your drug wisely. Some have more severe consequences

juices flowing. A must-have in times of inside-the-box-i-ness. The start

than others. Take accessibility into account, as well as the price. The

of a solution to all your problems.

amount of dough needed for purchase is not directly linked to the
outcome’s creativity.

Some surf Getty-images, others visit fancy art galleries. Some type
random words on their 1930 Underwood, others flip through the pages

Secondly, when under the influence, you need to remember that you

of a hipster magazine. Some listen to weird new-age music, others stay

seek inspiration. Otherwise, you will think your toilet is a swimming pool.

true to their roots and hug a tree. Some rely on the power of dreams,

Or any other not-so popular mix-up.

others even dare to claim sitting in a bathtub filled with chocolate might
do the trick (you know who you are).

Thirdly, you will need to write stuff down. So flood the room with paper
and pencils (no design-y markers, at least a pencil is erasable), as you

It’s amazing how many new methods are being conjured every day. But

will have to stimulate the documentation of this creativity.

the point I would like to bring up is the following: we have forgotten
about one of the best techniques to acquire inspiration. One that

Fourthly, there is the matter of the topic at hand. You may wish to include

originates from our earlier days.

some objects coherent to the target subject to guide your trip. Please
mind sharp objects. Although blunt, rubbery, phallic forms should also

Does China White ring a bell? Or a good bag of Toke? A whiff of Nose

be avoided for apparent reasons.

Candy perhaps? I am, as you may have Googled, talking about drugs.
And finally, try to enjoy yourself. Inspiration and creativity is supposed
Now I can taste your doubt: “Drugs? Drugs make you stupid, not

to be fun. But don’t overdo it. Waking up with five pencils in your behind,

creative.” Believe you me, some of the world’s best ideas were invented

blood and feces all over the carpet and a lot of writing on the walls has

using drugs. Take the wheel. Caveman were high as a kite on cohoba

nothing to do with creativity. Nor with common sense for that matter.

(just look it up), and started pushing stuff down hills. Numerous “design
iterations” later and voila: there is a wheel.

Be creative, use drugs.

So why bother with all these new techniques when a good ol’ dose of

This concludes my unillustrated guide to easy inspiration. I hope it helps.

toxins gets you up and running? Surely this is the way to go. However,
there are some aspects to keep in check.

Jan van der Asdonk

Disclaimer: by no means is the author responsible for any problems
arising from using said drugs, not for the illegal acquisition of such.
Complaints can be directed towards the nearest wall in your vicinity.
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